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Women in Technology Meeting 
Work, home, family, health, hobbies, community ... How do you keep up with it all? Join the ITS 
Women in Technology Community later today (June 14) for an engaging discussion on work-
life balance. Guest Speaker Sandy Lyall, director of the FSU Employee Assistance Program, will 
discuss the importance of maintaining equilibrium in our career and personal life. The meeting 
starts at 2PM at The Globe (110 S Woodward Avenue) and also will be streamed via Teams. Stop 
by to network and support women in technology. 

Add to Calendar 

ITS News 

IDHI Initiative 
The Research Computing Center recently launched the Interdisciplinary Data Humanities 
Initiative (IDHI) to foster more data-driven research in the humanities. The initiative seeks to 
cultivate a research environment that supports the use of advanced computational research in 
all fields of study, including history, religion, art and literature. 

Find Out More 

Webform 2.0 Live in myFSU Service Center 
Submitting a case just got easier with the launch of Webform 2.0. The Digital Experience 
and Transformation team made an upgrade to the way users answer the question “What do 
you need help with?” when submitting a case via myFSU Service Center. The new search 
function uses predictive text to allow individuals to type a keyword and select from a list of 
results to route their case. This update helps users easily find the service related to what they 
are asking for without having to scroll through lists of options. 

Try It Out 

Cyber Bowl Returns October 2023 
Hut, hut, hike! This October, eight universities across Florida will meet on the gridiron to 
compete in the 2023 Cyber Bowl. The annual contest to promote National Cybersecurity 
Awareness month will be back and bigger than ever as FSU competes head-to-head with 
other Florida schools to defend the Cyber Champion title. 

Get Ready 

Microsoft Teams Tips 

https://click.message.fsu.edu/?qs=590bf13fb053913fffda00e7d2e5e6c28f3b6e6fc56d68e8130ec32f312ae329c85416d907de0bee7bea9d7d0e329d2c50a4bc16f7a517c2
https://click.message.fsu.edu/?qs=590bf13fb053913f033da6fe93dcec4520cf8302286847e687a12baa14667ada4679a5a551d755b4edfdc0608cebe311afd319f638d83f28
https://click.message.fsu.edu/?qs=590bf13fb053913f8533fe5aa7c4b10a0d44f2350d41b5403c3499f6c5825434ce75a6411205b26a541b51d2113caa250520d017828e8c92
https://click.message.fsu.edu/?qs=590bf13fb053913f17a945ba0458bf937c0f0e0c50aab1d09b656c6a381536a42ba2866c1825ee49e0c483d1705ef5d6df3a29f7a72470ae
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Looking for ways to enhance your virtual meetings? Take advantage of the functionality and 
in-app tools in Microsoft Teams. From meeting transcriptions to whiteboard tools, Teams can 
help you host productive and collaborative meetings. 

Teams Tips 

ITIL Exam Instructions 
You may be aware that PeopleCert, owner of the IT Infrastructure Library (ITIL) intellectual 
property, is no longer partnering with Pink Elephant to offer ITIL training and certifications. ITS 
will continue to follow ITIL framework and is working to find a new vendor for future training 
sessions. Meanwhile, if you have completed an ITIL training course but have not yet taken the 
ITIL exam, please refer to your certification email and schedule your exam as soon as 
possible. The voucher will expire in the next six months. 

@FSU 

New Nole Orientation 
Each year before incoming freshman and transfer students start classes, they participate in an 
FSU New Nole Orientation session. These sessions help students register for classes and 
learn about campus life and all the resources to help them succeed. This year, ITS has gotten 
involved by attending all 25 Orientation resource fairs from May through July. Representatives 
from the ITS Service Desk and Change Leadership and Planning along with other ITS 
team members set up a table for an hour and a half at each session to help students with any 
tech issues they may be having or questions they need answered. Having an ITS Service 
Desk representative there has helped decrease the call volume for issues such as Duo device 
registration, delegate set up and password resets. We see this outreach not only as a way to 
get the ITS name out there on campus, but also as a way to make the new student orientation 
process a little easier. If you would like to volunteer at a future ITS Orientation booth, please 
email Sara Mischler at smlane@fsu.edu. 

https://click.message.fsu.edu/?qs=590bf13fb053913f88fff891d15f7b45161d13f54e4dcc7748407b3c839f55dc89f6a5ee474fa0305242bdef77b5b60be42799d4627faae6
mailto:smlane@fsu.edu?subject=
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We Are IT 

We Are IT | Meet Jake McVey! 
Jake McVey loves data analytics and investigative work. As the student application services 
lead for financials, he enjoys putting his skills to work troubleshooting and addressing time-
sensitive production issues and introducing enhancements within FSU student systems. Other 
things he’s obsessed with? Nintendo Switch, DoorDash … and penguins. 

Meet Jake 

Welcome to ITS! 
It’s summertime, and it’s a fine time to join ITS. Help welcome our newest ITS employees to 

the team: Ryan Arocha, Grace Bayliss, Maitry Kamelshkumar Chauhan, Philip Chu, Will 
Hamon, Rahul Mallela, Antwonne McCloud, Elizabeth Olmstead, Cole Pezzi, Divyansh 
Rana and William Tramel. 

Happy Anniversary! 
Happy work anniversary to all the ITS employees celebrating milestone anniversaries with 

FSU this month. 

10 Years 5 Years 1 Year 

https://click.message.fsu.edu/?qs=590bf13fb053913f0cdf0ebde7a787b74016f180bbae0d9921e4377719336467e05fe234b302b39fcfbd90604e10b66722307068c0355aef
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Ronnie Kimberly Julia Cunningham 
Brian Manuel 
Christopher Sellati 
Mauro Mancilla Torres 

Sarah Anderson 
Jose Hernandez 
Bryce Kimber 
Austin Myers 

Viva la ELT 

What skills do you want to enhance? Bookmark some 
lessons this week in Viva Learn and dedicate some focus 

time this month to accomplish it. 

Learn More 

Shout Outs 

“All of the hard work and long hours put in by you and the rest of 
ITS networking really are appreciated.” 

Mike Zawrotny, Director of Computer Resources Facility, Institute of 
Molecular Biophysics 

By The Numbers 

122,231 

https://click.message.fsu.edu/?qs=590bf13fb053913f9d3599ffa31a8c9ce4a792254bb957f479c0ea279ab7143f5b51accdac73fe7ace516573ce8697ec402f44291ddbdd15
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cases submitted through myFSU Service Center since July 2022 

IT Roundup 

Learn IT - Reduce Stress 

Your nervous system unconsciously controls your mind and body’s 
response to stress. Take time this summer to relax and dive deeper 
into the art of managing your nervous system with this LinkedIn 
Learning video on how to Reduce Stress and Anxiety. 

Green IT - Green Lawn Care 

Did you know the runoff from lawn fertilizers can pollute local water 
bodies? Instead of store-bought fertilizers, try leaving lawn clippings 
directly on your lawn or using them to start a compost pile for a 
natural (and free) way to add nutrients back to your lawn. 

Join IT 

Join our team! Browse IT job openings at FSU. 

Network Engineer 
Systems Administrator 
ERP Analyst III 
Senior Data Integration Architect 

Calendar 

Mark your calendar for these upcoming ITS important dates. 

Women in 
Technology 
Meeting 
06/14 

FSU ITS FERPA 
Training 
06/20 

Independence Day 
07/04 

https://click.message.fsu.edu/?qs=590bf13fb053913fed2dc5955c33d0e2592ff66e3b0a50f80408005525351a9a24a1905b469ca111dac43b30dbc01a0177f46dff62d61e11
https://click.message.fsu.edu/?qs=590bf13fb053913f9f7885f2a1776ce5e70ee0b4dff0b08eb7bc6ff7214eb31d2c8fd89bd27ae93e61e14b0af8c7f0958131ffb68ef1dec5
https://click.message.fsu.edu/?qs=7c003e0c001c08b93349867d6626cafb078dbfe1220bace53cf2bc4ac1c711569501b1df0a2c9765c5d3f8a3dca044c1932751ec40ca1493
https://click.message.fsu.edu/?qs=7c003e0c001c08b95da40a3ec47ed23760489fe0400295115f5e016830e75fe5c45250f44fb16646b661702e4450e49ffb15e34e73ac8096
https://click.message.fsu.edu/?qs=7c003e0c001c08b91c6e4d27429362478703603dd74a71d0453d43a977dfec15d7697ce4dd45b8314e9038de2bc3b78bb39211d57d9cc60e
https://click.message.fsu.edu/?qs=7c003e0c001c08b9bcadf7c79450b0fa14d6d418445622bef00edfa554f1ff05fbf784e1fb2e4351b68c5b5e54c3d8d70eb3449b091cf711
https://click.message.fsu.edu/?qs=7c003e0c001c08b9d65280a45c176de6aadc1639706530647482fc66dfc01c40c3972b7d65301431859413e09fb27fdaadce4f1630592ec8
https://click.message.fsu.edu/?qs=7c003e0c001c08b931f77440ff6b2c0cb2bd3190962f33932f3bb617a3aca927022eb7225da8dfc5c054edf0e8963d5836866cce41abedfd
https://click.message.fsu.edu/?qs=7c003e0c001c08b9ae901101a0338c17c2ee2c4b4d8bc2fbe161e2c4216ab9fb2d64626f4694dfd1c0da3dd9f6fb32af770c26b58debf1fd
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